Treatment of Kienböck's disease has historically been determined by staging, ulnar variance, and presence or absence of arthritic changes. With the advent of newer techniques of vascularized bone grafting, the status of the cartilage shell of the lunate has become another factor that can influence the procedure performed. The purpose of this article is to describe the technique of Kuhlmann vascularized bone graft for Kienböck's disease. In addition, the indications, contraindications, and outcomes are described.
Introduction
Described in 1910 by Robert Kienböck, Kienböck's disease is an unusual problem that causes osteonecrosis and collapse of the lunate bone, which leads to chronic dysfunction and pain. It is usually seen in adults between 20 and 40 years of age and is typically unilateral [1, 2] . Despite its long lasting recognition, the etiology and natural history of this disease remain unknown at present and multifactorial pathogenesis which is influenced by mechanical, anatomic, vascular, traumatic, and systemic factors has been proposed. Kienböck's disease displays a progressive nature and destructs the wrist joint, so prompt diagnosis and appropriate treatment are obligatory [3, 4] .There is many therapeutic choices in Kienböck's disease, varied and often controversial and indications are guided by the stage of the disease. The objective of this work is to show the interest of the Kuhlmann vascularized bone graft in support of Kienböck's disease [2, 3] .
Patient and observation
We present the case of a 40-years-old patient, a rightly construction worker who consults for back pain in the right wrist, occurring in manual efforts and partnering intermittently at discrete effusions to indirectly (by unloading the lunate) [6] . Distal radial shortening is one of the most commonly used procedures and recent reports of long-term outcomes of radial shortening osteotomy for earlier stages have shown that this method is a reliable treatment option for relieving pain and improving function [7] . Since the most apparent predisposing factor of disease is the unsteady blood supply to the lunate, newer modalities such as vascularized bone grafts, which improve direct lunate revascularization, may arrest the progression of collapse. However, current data are not enough to conclude with certainty whether this type of surgeries shows more improvement over the traditional treatment choices [6] . Some
Page number not for citation purposes 3 studies represented that there is no substantial clinical difference between the radial shortening and vascularized bone graft in longterm outcome; but some suggested that decompression surgery along with revascularization may provide better results than either alone [8] .
Conclusion
The 
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